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Brothers, 

The Beta Psi chapter of Beta Theta Pi at West Virginia University is pleased to 
present you with the first newsletter of 2013. The chapter has had a successful year after 
coming off last year’s Beta Theta Pi’s Most Improved Chapter award in 2012. Over the 
past year we initiated 25 new and high qualified brothers. The chapter currently holds 
75 active brothers on the most recent composite. This is the most actives we have had 
collectively in the past decade. Many have graduated and decided to further their 
education in Morgantown at West Virginia’s School of Medicine and College of Law. 
We are very proud of the graduates and wish the best of luck to them. 

Last semester we held our spring formal at Touchdown Terrace at Milan Puskar 
Stadium and our annual alumni weekend. The alumni weekend consisted of a 
successful golf tournament at Mountain View and a delicious hog roast at the Beta 
house. We were pleased to meet new and old faces and shared great stories from the 
past. The chapter also hosted its annual philanthropy, “Beta Bowl”, a powderpuff 
football tournament that took place at the Mountainlair Green and benefited Partners 
Seeking a Cure (PSC). To further support the cause, we plan to host an additional 
philanthropy in the fall semester called “BETA THETA sPIke” that consists of a 
volleyball tournament at the Beta house. 

We will have several social events during the fall including alumni outings with 
the actives in downtown Morgantown and of course tailgating for West Virginia 
Football. We are also planning a special event for the alumni on October 19th for 
Homecoming against Texas Tech, so be sure to save the date. These events are excellent 
opportunities to visit the house.  

225 Belmar Avenue is currently going through necessary renovations with the 
help of donations from the alumni with our program called “Marching Along”. We 
would like to thank you for your gracious and continuous support. Please read the 
Marching Along section in this newsletter (or website: BetaMarchingAlong.com) for 
more information and if you would like to contribute.  

We are very proud to say that the Beta Psi chapter is continuing to grow as men, 
brothers, students, and professionals day by day. The chapter strongly encourages the 
alumni to visit and meet the active brothers. We would also like thank the alumni for 
your support throughout the years and will look forward to see many of you in the fall. 
If you have not visited recently, please do! The house and traditions have not left nor 
forgotten you. We will be more than happy to contact your pledge brothers as well. If 
you have any questions or would like to speak with me, below is my contact 
information. PHI KAI PHI! GO BETA PSI and GO MOUNTAINEERS! 

Yours in _kai_, 

Christian Fuentes 
Chapter President 
cfuente1@mix.wvu.edu 
908-655-5839 
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 As our nation mourns the loss of 
20 young children and six brave adults 
who died Friday, December 14, the 
tragedy rings especially close to home 
for the brothers of Beta Theta Pi. Upon 
learning of the tragedy we learned our 
own brother, Jeff Previdi, Bethany ’94, 
was changed forever on that horrific 
day. He and his family are mourning 
the loss of their precious six year-old 
daughter, Caroline. While we cannot 
comprehend this senseless tragedy, we 
can show support for the Previdi family 
and the families of all who were lost in 
this incomprehensible act of violence. 
 
 On Monday, January 14, 2013, 
the brothers of the Beta Psi Chapter of 
Beta Theta Pi hosted a candlelight vigil 
for the Morgantown community and 
read of the names of the innocent souls 
that were lost on that day. Many, 
especially the Greek life community, 
showed their support to all those 
hurting in Newtown, Connecticut.  

Sandy Hook Elementary Candlelight Vigil and Remembrance 

Beta Psi chapter extends its congratulations to the following graduates:  

Fall 2012                             
Matthew Houchin (Journalism), Nicholas Phipps (Mechanical Engineering),      
Justin Williams (Industrial Engineering) 

Spring 2013 
Justin Bishoff (Business Administration), Richard Corso (Industrial Engineering), 
Jordan Engle (Industrial Engineering), Hunter Glass (Business Management),  
Victor Greco (Biochemistry), Michael Shackil (Sports Management),  
Tyler Shade (Journalism) 

CHAPTER NEWS 
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Betas and Sweetheart Danielle Vincent at Spring Formal 

Announcement of new Beta Sweetheart, Taylor Broadwater 

Beta Sweetheart, Taylor Broadwater (left) of Alpha Xi Delta 

Beta wins Airbands (Spring 2013)  
with Alpha Omicron Pi 

Beta wins volleyball tournament  
for Pi Beta Phi’s philanthropy 

Chi Omega wins Beta Bowl 

Beta wins Kappa Kappa 
Gamma philanthropy 
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 Beta’s rush at West Virginia University has been exceptional over the past several semesters due to a 

collective effort of the chapter and well-executed programming by the executive board, rush committee, and 

members of the alumni. This fall semester, we expect a great outcome and quality of success in this upcoming 

pledge class. 

 The chapter has been able to obtain national support for the Recruitment Through Scholarship program 
that focuses on offering a $500 scholarship to all incoming Freshman at WVU as a recruitment strategy. 
Applications for the Beta Theta Pi scholarship are being delivered to potential rushes over the summer and 
into the upcoming semester. A steady flow of applications from interested Mountaineers will visit the house to 
meet the brothers. We hope to see many Beta legacies join our brotherhood as well. We encourage the Beta 
Alum to continue their recruitment for our chapter for years to come. It is always a pleasure seeing alumni-
active family relations at the house and at events.  

West Virginia University Formal Fraternity Rush will begin on a Monday in late-September and will 

continue until Bid Night Friday. Our rush will take place at the Beta Theta Pi Fraternity House (225 Belmar 

Avenue) and will run between 6pm-9pm. We will have house tours, food and drinks as we get to know the 

rushees throughout the rush week. Once we sift through the applicants, we will begin a vital process of 

deciding who will receive a bid. After hours of deliberation, we will narrow down the prospects and decide 

who the chapter feels is Beta material while keeping quality over quantity in mind. The fall semester is the 

most exciting rush season. And so after coming off a great 2012-2013 year, we are HIGHLY motivated on 

strengthening our chapter through this upcoming rush season. 

 

Ricky Shultz 

Rush Chairman 

rjschultz@mix.wvu.edu 

610-742-9605 

RUSH UPDATE 

Beta Theta Pi house 
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This past fall and spring we initiated 25 new members into the Beta Psi chapter. They are a very well 

rounded and diverse group of gentlemen. They have embraced the concept of brotherhood and continue to 

give their time and efforts to better this chapter internally and externally. They have talents and characteristics 

to do powerful things at West Virginia University and we are excited as a whole chapter to see how well they 

do in their years here. We are happy to see that the future of Beta Psi currently lies in the hands of these 

outstanding men. 

 

2062 Gary Glessner  Wheeling, WV  Accounting     Class of 2016 

2063 Mathias Ngang  Columbia, MD  Petroleum Engineering    Class of 2016 

2064 Luke Mason   Bucks County, PA Medical Sciences    Class of 2014 

2065 Anthony Bernardi   Tokyo, Japan  Criminology and Political Science  Class of 2016 

2066 John Campbell Reeders, PA  Political Science and Pre-Law   Class of 2015 

2067 John Veney  Baltimore City, MD Advertising     Class of 2015 

2068 Chris Alexander   Bucks County, PA  Journalism      Class of 2015 

2069 James McCullough  Pittsburgh, PA  Music Education     Class of 2016 

2070 Mike Putzu   Alexandria, VA  Broadcast Journalism and English   Class of 2014 

2071 Steve Kresen  Wheeling, WV  Public Relations    Class of 2014 

 

Yours in _kai_, 

Justin Bishoff, 2021  

 

The Pledge Class of Fall 2012 

The Pledge Class of Spring 2013 
12 

 

2072 Chris Mullucey  Columbus, OH Business     Class of 2016 

2073 Francis Ford   Potomac, MD   Business Management    Class of 2017 

2074 Ali Zigami   Demarest, NJ  Sports and Exercise Psychology  Class of 2014 

2075 Grant Stinson   Eldersburg, MD Wood Science     Class of 2015 

2076 Julian Carney-Domm Smyrna, DE  Sports Management    Class of 2015 

2077 Karl Palmer Jr. Perryville, MD Biology     Class of 2016  

2078 Alexander Vines   Perryville, MD Mechanical and Aero Engineering  Class of 2016 

2079 Andy Cave   Cherry Hill, NJ  Finance      Class of 2015 

2080 Skyler Nordstrom Potomac, MD  Marketing     Class of 2015 

2081 Zachary Lefever York, PA  Sports Management    Class of 2015 

2082 Brad Uhlman  Springfield, VA Sports and Exercise Psychology  Class of 2016 

2083 Jarred Smith  Wheeling, WV  Accounting and Finance   Class of 2015 

2084 Steven Siveroni Springfield, VA Forest Resource Management  Class of 2016 

2085 Ashish Haribhakti  Philadelphia, PA Pharmacy     Class of 2017 

2086 Francois Jaffres Arlington, VA  Computer Science    Class of 2016 

 

Yours in _kai_, 

Patrick Oliver, 2013  
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CAPITAL CAMPAIGN UPDATE! 
PRESERVING OUR LEGACY 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The Beta Psi House Corporation wishes to raise funds 
to improve the house structurally, aesthetically, 
functionally, and most importantly, ensure it is safe and 
secure for the brothers living in the house. 
  
The renovations will include replacement of doors and 
windows, HVAC, security, and exterior maintenance 
improvements. This renovation project is poised to 
make the chapter one of the most competitive on 
campus and continue the great tradition of Beta Theta 
Pi. 
  
The following repairs/renovations must be addressed 
to improve the infrastructure and livability of the Beta 
house and to insure the requisite level of occupancy 
required to maintain a financially viable chapter for the 
first half of the 21st century. 
  
Doors & Windows 
• Both exterior fire doors on the 2nd and 3rd landing 
need replaced to comply with city fire and building 
codes. The three first floor patio doors also need to be 
replaced and hung on to steel door bucks. The front 
door needs repaired and the exterior basement door 
replaced. 
• Window replacement of all windows with non‐
residential type windows. A heaver commercial 
window designed for dormitory use will provide longer 
life and reduce repairs over time. 

SAVE THE DATE! 
Homecoming Game 

   Saturday, October 19 - Texas Tech Red Raiders 

    Contact Luke Rubenstein (Alumni Chairman) 

          (304) 851-0631 

Home Games at Mountaineer Field, Morgantown, WV 

Saturday, August 31 – William & Mary Tribe 

Saturday, September 14 – Georgia State Panthers 

Saturday, September 28 – Oklahoma State Cowboys 

Saturday, November 9 – Texas Longhorns 

Saturday, November 30 – Iowa State Cyclones 

 

ALUMNI NEWS 

HVAC/Electrical/Plumbing:  
• The old boiler should be replaced with a new tank‐less 
system which will improve heating efficiency and significantly 
reduce operating cost. 
• The addition of a central AC unit would improve living 
conditions for the residents. 
• Electrical upgrade is necessary in a number of areas. 
• The current plumbing has deteriorated and continues to 
cause drainage problems for many of the toilet units in the 
house. 
• First class Hi‐speed internet service is a must. 
  
Security: 
• Residence rooms need to have a motel‐like key system 
installed for improved security and control. 
• Exterior lighting 
  
Exterior Maintenance Improvements:  
• Exterior drainage around the house needs improved to 
eliminate water seepage under the patio and into the basement. 
• Front porch and steps need repaired. 
• A significant portion of the parking lot needs repaved. 
• Pointing and tucking of brick on the house needs to be done.  
  
It is estimated that addressing the above properly will require a 
capital expenditure of $500,000. 
 
Consider a lasting gift that will support Beta Psi long after you 
are gone. By including the house corporation in your estate 
plans you ensure the long-term health and success of our 
fraternity. Please visit the website below to contribute: 

www.betamarchingalong.com 
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